
Information on the processing of personal data within the 2019 UP Rector’s Award competition for 

the Best Academic or Artistic Work by students in Bachelor’s and Master’s programmes and the 

2019 Rector’s Award competition for the Best UP Student Athlete (hereinafter referred to as UP 

Rector’s Awards). 

Palacký University Olomouc (hereinafter referred to as UP), on the occasion of the awarding of the UP 

Rector’s Awards, processes the personal data of persons nominated for the awards and persons who making 

such a proposal (nominators) according to the Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of 

the Council on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and the free 

movement of such data as a personal data controller. 

Given that the persons nominated for the award as well as their nominators are UP students or employees, 

their personal data are processed in accordance with documents published on the UP website 

(https://www.upol.cz/univerzita/ochrana-osobnich-udaju/). 

In addition to the above, UP informs that, in connection with the UP Rector’s Awards, the following are also 

processed: 

 (1) personal data of persons nominated for the awards, to the following extent: 

First and last name, maiden name, titles, e-mail address, telephone number, mobile phone number, home 

address or contact address, bank account number, faculty, department, year of study, study programme / 

discipline, all assessment materials submitted (title, characteristics, and evaluation of the work; presentation of 

the author, supervisor, and opponent of the work; sports discipline and sports achievements, etc.), signature, 

electronic signature, and all other personal data generated in the framework of the UP Rector’s Awards. 

 (2) personal data of nominators, to the following extent: 

Names and surnames, titles, e-mail address, phone number, mobile phone number, signature, electronic 

signature, and all other personal data generated in the UP Rector’s Awards competition. 

UP declares that the personal data of the persons concerned to the extent described above will be obtained 

from the persons concerned, i.e. from the person proposed for the awards, or from the person who submitted 

the proposal for awards. 

Data processing for the stated purpose shall be performed by UP on the basis of Article 6 (1) (f) of the 

Regulation, i.e. processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests of UP as the personal data 

controller or of a third party (the interests of persons nominated for the awards). Specifically, the legitimate 

interest of UP consists in the interest in promoting professional and scientific work and sports achievements of 

UP students in the form of awarding selected works and their authors and sporting performances nominated 

by nominators. 

Pursuant to Articles 5 and 6 of the Regulation, all personal data processed in connection with the UP Rector’s 

Awards will be processed only for the purposes of management, administration, and public announcement of 

the results of the UP Rector’s Award (including the award ceremony and presentation of winners). 

In this context UP points out that the personal data of persons nominated for the awards, i.e.  their names, 

surnames, degrees, faculty, study programme / discipline, workplace, the title of their thesis or an article, 

sport discipline and sport achievements, will be announced in the public section of the UP website. 

The provision of personal data is voluntary; however, your refusal to provide or allow the use of the data or 

materials necessary for the conduct of the contest may lead to negative consequences in the contest or your 

elimination. 


